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NATIONAL GUARD AS SOCIATION OF MINNESOTA
PRESIDENT’S REPORT

MAJ Kip Fondrick
First of all I am glad to be back
in Minnesota and would like to
thank all the board members for
their hard work and patience in
my absence. I would especially
like to thank COL Loren Hubert who served admirably
as President, establishing yearly goals, overseeing the
hiring of a new executive director, and working to revive
the attendance at the state and national conference and
holiday party. Thank you for all your hard work.

DONT MISS THE
NGAMN Conference
April 26-28, 2012
Duluth, MN

WWW ONLINE!
NEW WEBSITE WITH INDIVIDUAL
USER ACCOUNTS. IMMEDIATE
ONLINE PAYMENT PROCESSING,
AND THE ABILITY TO UPDATE
YOUR OWN USER CONTACT
INFORMATION, SUCH AS RANK,
ADDRESS, PHONE, E-MAIL, ETC!
LOOK FOR IT MARCH 2013!
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

CPT MARK MARTIN

Mark J Martin
Executive Director
NGAMN
PO BOX 47132
PLYMOUTH, MN 55447
763-202-2151
763-230-4716 FAX
DIRECTOR@NGAMN.ORG
WWW.NGAMN.ORG

With the coming of Spring, it
is that time of the year we dust
off the blues and get ready to
celebrate another fantastic
year of our membership in the
National Guard Association of Minnesota at our State
Convention in St. Cloud in April. This year our theme
is “Recalling the Force”. Hospitality rooms will be
focused on Organizational History and the foundations
of our honored traditions in the Minnesota Guard. I
can’t wait to see you all in April!
This year, as we prepare for the business meeting, we are
paying special attention to those issues and concerns
that affect us closely as Guard Soldiers and Airmen.
As you read your newsletter this month, I hope you
will pay special attention to the strides we are making
in legislative initiatives. Your association is working
diligently to ensure that Guard Pay and Benefits are at
the top of the priority list for the Quadrennial Review
in Washington.

More than anything, we are an organization that
continually strives to represent the interests of our
membership in those areas that most impact the force,
and this is a big one. Lowering our MUTA Pay to 2
per drill will cripple our readiness and cause irreparable
harm to our focus on the mission. If you’ve never
given much thought to what or how your association
approaches these issues, I encourage you to check out
the State and National website to get educated. Time
is of the essence, and we need all our officers to be on
board and full members of the association in order to
better represent our interests in St. Paul and D.C.
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Recently Carl Madsen submitted his resignation as
the Association Webmaster. I would like to personally
thank Carl for his dedicated service to the Association
both as a member of the board and as the Webmaster.
Carl’s expertise, dedication, and hard work allowed our
organization to improve our avenues of communication
to our members through the use of our website, facebook,
and twitter. Carl was also the “go to guy” for all of our
technological needs/issues and will surely be missed. I
would also like to thank his wife Stephanie for her support
of both Carl and the Association. We all hope to continue
seeing Carl and Stephanie at future events.
Thank you to CPT David Adams who is serving as our
interim Webmaster. The position will open in the near
future and details will be available from our media sites
and Group Reps.
I would be remiss not to talk about membership.
Currently our membership is at 35%. We are always
working on ideas to increase membership, but the bottom
line is we need to convince officers why they should be a
member of our organization. NGAUS is OUR voice in
Washington lobbying every day to ensure that we receive
and retain the benefits that we have earned. As budget
cuts loom they are more important than ever to the future
of the National Guard. Strength is the key to their success
and membership is the key to their strength. I ask all
members to tout the benefits of the organization at every
available opportunity. There are many reasons to join this
professional organization and I believe getting the word
out is half the battle to build our strength. Our website
https://www.ngamn.org/home/ and the NGAUS website
https://www.ngaus.org/ both contain a lot of information
on NGAUS accomplishments and current actions that
can be used for talking points, or you can contact anyone

on the Executive Board for more information. We are
there to work for you.
Thanks to all members for their continued involvement
in supporting the NGAUS Legislative Actions through
writing to our elected officials. All current Legislative
Updates can be found at either of the following links:
https://www.ngamn.org/home/ and http://www.ngaus.
org/issues-advocacy/take-action.
I would like to invite everyone to the State and National
Conferences. The annual conferences allow members
to gather and vote on the top legislative priorities for
NGAUS, share information and celebrate the camaraderie
of being National Guard and NGAUS members - The
State Conference is in St Cloud April 26-28. This year’s
theme is “Recall the Force” celebrating our organizational
history. With none of our Major Commands deployed
I expect the attendance to be high so register as early as
possible. Details can be found at https://www.ngamn.org/
state-conference/. The National Conference is in Honolulu,
HI September 20-23. See more at: http://www.ngaus.org/
activities-advocacy-and-professional-development/135thngaus-general-conference-exhibition#sthash.lPBcJ47f.dpuf
As a reminder we will review and vote on any bylaws
changes, resolutions, and new board members at the state
conference. The current bylaws can be found at https://
www.ngamn.org/bylaws-2011/. Submit any bylaws
changes proposals and resolutions to the board NLT 18
March 2013. Submit any nominations for new
board members to the executive board
NLT 18 April 2013. As usual, proposals
and nominations will also be accepted
from the floor at the State
Conference business meeting.
Finally, this is my last letter to you as
President of the Association. I want
to thank all the board members and
group reps for all their hard work.
It has been a honor serving on
the board for the last three
years and look forward to
serving one more as the
past president. Hope to
see everyone at the State
Conference in St Cloud

and UH60M are the newest type aircraft in
the Army inventory and will greatly increase
the CAB’s relevancy into the future. Years of
maintaining high readiness and strength are
direct impacts to these decisions. The CAB
HQ continues to train and prepare for our
Warfighter Exercise at Ft. Leavenworth during
our June 13 Annual training.
We welcome back A Co 2-147th who returned
from deployment in October and have
completed all of their reintegration events.
During their deployment they completed
more than 600 missions, flew 3700 hours, and
hauled over 4500 passengers. Another unique
mission for this unit was Deck landings on 7
US Navy Ships in the gulf under both day and
NVG conditions.

MAJ JEFF MERRICKS

he has provided the CAB and Aviation
Community throughout his tenure. Welcome
to COL Thingvold and we look forward to

On 5 January 2013 the 34th Combat
Aviation Brigade conducted a BDE Change of
Command between COL Mike Huddleston
(outgoing) and COL Greg Thingvold
(incoming). We say thank you to COL
Huddleston for his leadership and guidance

starting the next chapter in the 34th Combat
Aviation Brigade. The CAB continues to excel
in readiness and modernization. Currently
we are undergoing our CH47F transition
and have just be put at the top of the list to
receive UH60M in 2015. Both the CH47F

34TH COMBAT AVIATION BRIGADE

135th NGAUS General
Conference & Exhibition
September 20-23, 2013
Honolulu, Hawaii

A NGAUS tradition, the annual conference
allows members to gather and vote on the
top legislative priorities for NGAUS, share
information and celebrate the camaraderie of
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being National Guard and NGAUS members.
Join us in Hawaii and network with more
than 4,000 fellow National Guard men and
women from all 50 States, Guam, Puerto
Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands and the District
of Columbia. For the first year in a long time,
we are hosted at the Headquarters Hotel! The
beautiful Sheraton Waikiki is situated right on
the beach and features countless amenities for
only $179.00 per night! (Normal room rates
are upwards of $359.00) Register for your
room by contacting the Executive Director at
director@ngamn.org

During the day:
r )FBSGSPNHVFTUTQFBLFSTGSPNUIF
Pentagon and Congress during
business sessions

C Co 2-211MED continues to support the
MEDEVAC mission in Afghanistan. They
have completed more than 300 MEDEVAC
mission, flown more than 1000 hours since
July 12. There is an outstanding picture
and caption in the February edition of the
“National Guard “ magazine so please take a
look at page 7 to see them in actions. C2-211 is
scheduled to return in the June 13 timeframe.
The CAB has received a NOS (notification
of sourcing) for the 34th CAB HQ, 2-147th
ASLT, and B 2-211 (CH47F). Tentative date
is June 2014. All the organizations are ready
and able to answer the call. We will continue
to increase our readiness to ensure that the
CAB will carry on the MN Guard tradition of
sending quality organizations down range.
r -FBSOBCPVUUIFTUBUFPGUIF"SNZBOE"JS
Force in separate sessions
r )BWFBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPBUUFOEBWBSJFUZ
of professional development workshops
r %JTDPWFSUIFMBUFTUQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFT
in the largest defense industry trade show
that caters to the National Guard

During the evening, you’ll hang
with your comrades at various social
events, including:
r (PWFSOPST3FDFQUJPO 4FQU
r 5SBEF4IPX3JCCPO$VUUJOH

Ceremony, Sept. 20
r )PTQJUBMJUZ/JHIU
r "MM4UBUFT%JOOFS
r 0UIFSBDUJWJUJFTJODMVEFBHPMGUPVSOBNFOU 
a 5K run, and more.

See more at:
http://www.ngaus.org/activities-advocacy-and-professional-development/135th-ngaus-general-conference-exhibition#sthash.VInWpC4C.dpuf

2013 SCHOLARSHIP
INFORMATION
2 - $500 SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE
This year’s Application deadline is
June 30, 2013!
National Guard Association of Minnesota
(NGAMN) Annual Scholarship Information Letter

1. The NGAMN Executive Board has voted to
authorize the annual award of two (2) $500.00
scholarships starting in the fall of 2008.
2. This policy letter will serve as the authorizing
document for the identification, selection, and
awarding of the scholarship. This letter will
establish minimum guidelines for qualifying
applicants and timelines for submission
of packets.
3. The following are approved categories of
eligible applicants for the scholarship.
a. 1x$500 for active member/ retired life
members of NGAMN.
b. 1x$500 for spouses, children/grandchildren
of active members/ retired life members of
NGAMN.
4. The following minimum qualifications must
be met to be eligible to receive the NGAMN
Academic scholarships.
a. The applicant must be currently attending
an accredited institution of higher learning
and pursuing a program that will lead to a 4
year Bachelors Degree, Graduate Degree, or
Post Graduate Degree.
b. The applicant must have a minimum of a
2.75 cumulative GPA to be eligible.
c. The applicant must be going to school at
least 50% time (6 semester credits/ hours)
each semester during the past 2 semesters,
and (3 semester credits/hours) for a
graduate degree.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS!

5. The following documents must be provided
to NGAMN Executive Board on the annual
due date.
a. A copy of the applicant’s transcripts from
the institution that the applicant is attending.
Copies of transcripts are acceptable; it is not
necessary to provide “official” transcripts.
b. Typewritten essay by applicant (minimum
one, maximum 2 pages, double spaced, 1”
margin all around) addressing what the
selected Army / Air Force Value for that year
means to them personally and professionally.
c. A resume or Biographical Summary for the
applicant.
6. The following submission timelines are in
effect.
a. Each year submissions are required to be
turned in to NGAMN Executive Board no
later than 30 June.
b. During the scheduled Executive Board
meeting in July each year, the packets will be
reviewed and voted on, and the recipients
will be invited to the August Executive Board
meeting for the awarding of the scholarships.
7. The 2x $500.00 annual scholarship awards
will be paid directly to the applicant for use to
offset the costs of pursuing a degree.
8. All decisions by the NGAMN Executive
Board are final.
9. The voting members of the NGAMN
Executive Board are the President, VP Army,
and VP Air. Alternate voting members are (in
order) Secretary and Treasurer.
10. Each of the Army / Air Force Values has
been assigned to a year for the applicant to
write his or her essay on.
2013 – INTEGRITY
2014 – PERSONAL COURAGE
2015 – COMMITMENT
2016 – EXCELLENCE
11. Recipients of a NGAMN scholarship are
not eligible to submit an application again for
a period of no less than three years.

2013 CURRENT MEMBERS

x

Ahavit, Janv
Anderson, Diane
Anderson, Jon
Asfeld, Matthew
Baldry, Brandt
Barrett Jr., Daniel
Beatty, Joseph
Beck, Charles
Bergeron, Jacob
Bingham, Christopher
Bishop, Lewis
Bremer, Ethan
Brixius, Anthony
Brumm, Steven
Burdick, Nathan
Cappola, Nicholas
Carlson, Jolene
Cornwell, Patrick
Crowe, Travis
Dawodu, Adeniyi
Downs, Bradley
Elgin, Patrick
Elson, David
Fish, Davin
Fix, Gregory
Flitter, Jeremy
Fondrick, Kip
Forbes, Clayton
Fredrickson, Brandon
Froehle, Peter
Garcia, Josef
Germain, Cory
Graham, Benjamin
Graves, Michael
Green, Richard
Grinde, Timothy
Grunig, Gregory
Grutsch, Robert
Hagen, Chad
Hake, Corey
Halla, Jeffrey
Harrigan, Eugene
Hawks, Scott
Hendler, Jared
Hoffman, Bruce
Hogan, John
Jarnot, Jessica
Jensen, Kevin
Jeon, Pil
Jerzak, Curtis
Johansson, David
Johnson, Scott
Kass, John
Koeberl, Kyle
Kolb, John
Kunkel, Matthew
Lahti, Dwight
Larson, Emily
Littlefield, Dustin
Lovald, Jon
Lymangood, Carl
Maas, Bradley
Madsen, Carl
Mandt, Brian

Manke, Amber
Marden, Blaire
Martin, Mark
Mastbergen, John
Moberg, Charles
Morris, John
Mundfrom, Gary
Nelson, Shawn
Niesen, Robert
O’Brien, Kevin
Ochsendorf, Chaz
Olmon, Phillip
Paulson, Chad
Perez, Juan
Perrin, John
Pfarr, Brian
Pyan, Bradley
Rampaart, Peter
Raymond, Michael
Reamer Jr, Jeffrey
Reding, Jakob
Reigelsperger, Matthew
Reynolds, Thomas
Rigney, Lonny
Rose, Michael
Rosha, Darrin
Rossman, Ryan
Sabatke, Jeffrey
Sackett, Chad
Schaefer, Simon
Schneider, Brett
Scholz, Matthew
Schwab, Michael
Seaquist, Joseph
Setterlund, Brett
Siegler, Nicole
Snell, Thomas
Snow, Kevin
Sokolowski, Nathan
St Sauver, Blake
Stamp, Joel
Stickney, David
Suarez, Eduardo
Sunderman, Tyler
Swenson, Eric
Tengwall, Daniel
Tepfer, Andrew
Towner, Aaron
Tweeton, Charles
Ulrick, Jess
Valencia, Gumaro
Vanderhagen, Jeremie
Vang, Johnathon
Vearrier, James Louis
Vonberge, Mark
Wasberg, Kelly
Watson, Joseph
Watters, Brian
Windschitl, Justin
Wolfe, Anthony
Wyneken, Brian
Young, Joshua
Ziebell, Christopher

Joint Force
Headquarters
MAJ BRIAN WINTER, JFHQ REP

Company Grade Report
CAPT. KURT STEINMETZ
As we approach the 2013 National Guard
Association of Minnesota state conference in
St. Cloud, I want to encourage all Company
Grade Officers, Army AND Air, to attend the
event. The gathering provides an exceptional
opportunity to interact one-on-one with
senior leaders and your peers allowing for an
insider’s view into what it takes to make the
Minnesota National Guard successful.

easy transition and it doesn’t come naturally
to everyone. We need to take advantage of
every possible opportunity to learn from
experienced people within our organization
and the state conference is an ideal setting to
make this happen.

The question is, are you willing to
take advantage of this opportunity or
I recently read a quote on leadership that are you going to let it pass you by?
caught my eye and I think pertains to the
business in which we operate, “Your most
important task as a leader is to teach people
how to think and ask the right questions so
that the world doesn’t go to hell if you take a
day off.”
This quote levels a large responsibility on
leaders within an organization. Leaders
shouldn’t only be focused on current events but
should be looking into the future, posturing
their organization to successfully move into
that future state. At the conference, there will
be a variety of leaders excited to share their
experiences, both successes and failures, with
those junior officers willing to listen.
As emerging leaders within the organization,
we need to position ourselves to best step
into the roll as the “boss” when needed.
Taking on that responsibility may not be an
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I also would like to put out a call for any Air
National Guard Company Grade officers
that would like to step into the CGO
Representative position on the state NGAMN
board. Over the past several years I’ve had the
distinct opportunity to learn more about what
the National Guard Association means to us as
an organization at the state and national level
and the important role the association fills in
speaking on behalf of the Soldiers and Airmen
we lead.

As I write this the
Norwegian Exchange
(NOREX) is in full
swing.
This year
happens to be the
40th anniversary of
NOREX and so far
there have been several
high profile activities to commemorate the
occasion. It’s interesting to note that the
partnership between MNNG and Norway is
THE longest-running military partnership
between two nations. By all accounts, the
events, training, and partnership with
the Norwegian counterparts have all been
highly successful yet again this year. For
a more in-depth look at this partnership
with Norway, follow the stories on www.
minnesotanationalguard.org.
As sequestration looms, the leadership at
JFHQ continues to evaluate and process
information and downward guidance from
National Guard Bureau. There still seem to
be more questions than answers but we are
planning – and bracing – for the potential
impacts including funding cuts and furloughs
of fulltime employees that have the potential
to severely impact readiness if they indeed
come to pass.
On the personnel side, we are getting ready to
say goodbye (for now) to our State Chaplain,
CH (COL) John Morris. CH Morris has
accepted a tour as the Army National Guard
Staff Chaplain at NGB, working for LTG
Ingram, Director of the Army National
Guard. CH Morris, you’ve been an invaluable
resource to the MNNG and we wish you the
best on your new endeavor. Make sure you
stop in and say hi to CH Morris on your next
visit to DC – I’m sure he will welcome some
friendly Minnesota faces.

I encourage anyone that might be interested
in stepping into the position to contact me if
you have any questions and I send out a hearty
THANK YOU to all the board members. I
appreciate the mentoring and cooperation I’ve
experienced while serving on the board and
wish you all the best in the future.
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1/34 ABCT
by MAJ Ryan Rossman

347th Regional
Support Group
by CPT Ryan Koester

Our main focus over the last
quarter has been looking at
how the RSG fits into civilian
support and wartime operations.
There have been many changes
in staff personnel over the last 6
months and with the combined
guidance from COL Hanson
(CO), MAJ(P) Sharkey (XO),
LTC Evenson (S3), and MAJ
Suarez (Training Officer) we
have planned operations such as
Caspian Sea Training Exercise
(CSTX 14-02 at Ft. McCoy,
WI) for TY14, Vigilant Guard
at Camp Ripley for TY15,
and CTC/NTC/CMTC for
TY16. All of these operations
are culminating events that will
include all elements (Medical,
Human Resources, Finance, and
Transportation) of the 347th
Regional Support Group.

44

In January 2013, 1/34
ABCT
started
New
Equipment
Training
(NET) on the Bradley
Fighting
Vehicle,
Operation
Desert
Storm - Situation Awareness(ODS-SA)
at Camp Ripley. There are two phases to
the Bradley NET, the Field Maintenance
(FM) NET and the Operator (OP)
NET. The Field Maintenance (FM)
NET began in January 2013 and trains
track mechanics, communication specialists
and maintenance supervisors on maintaining
the Bradley ODS-SA.
The FMNET concludes in July 2013. The
BCT’s 112 Bradley’s will start arriving in March
and 2-136 IN (CAB), 1-194 AR (CAB), 1-94
CAV and 1/34 BSTB sign for their vehicles
in May 2013. Bradley OPNET starts in June
2013 and concludes in August 2014.
34TH INFANTRY DIVISION

by CPT Michael D. Hoffman
34ID Headquarters’ major training events
this year are fast approaching. The first event
is directly linked to next year’s Division
Warfighter Exercise ( June 2014). For a week
in early June, 152 Soldiers will attend the
Mission Command Training “Seminar” at
Fort Leavenworth, KS. The Seminar
will focus on updating the Division
staff on current Army doctrine;
improving teamwork between
34ID HQ and its subordinate
units; developing staff processes;
conducting mission analysis and
course of action development; and
refining the way ahead for events leading
up to the Division Warfighter Exercise.
Immediately following the seminar, elements
of the Division staff will develop the initial
Operations Order for the Division Warfighter
training scenario.
In addition to this major event, the Division
Headquarters will also support a Pacific
Command (PACOM) joint exercise with
the Australian military for three weeks in
July. The exercise, called Talisman Saber, is a
PACOM scheduled biennial, bilateral U.S. /
Australia exercise, which includes a combined
command post and field training exercise with

The BCT is also conducting CSDP inspections
each week that started in January and are
ongoing thru the end of February. The Property
Book Office is working daily on turn-ins and
laterals of equipment reducing the BCTs excess
property. CPT Sarah Witt assumed duties as
the 1/34 ABCT Fielding POC and is currently
working on multiple upcoming fielding’s.
Finally, the Unmanned Aerial Systems
Operations Facility (CRTC, BLDG
8-201) was accepted by the FMO in
January 2013. The building is a 12,000
SF facility featuring a 1000 FT runway
and dedicated hangar space for RQ7B Shadow operations. The platoon has begun
to move into the building and plans on starting
operations during the March IDT period. A
grand opening for the facility is being planned
for the May IDT period.
Those interested in a tour or more information
about the facility feel free to contact CW2 Harry
Ballard at harry.m.ballard.mil@mail.mil or
651-268-8015.
force-on-force and live fire training modules.
Talisman Saber is the largest and most complex
Field Training Exercise within the PACOM
exercise portfolio. 34ID will participate in
the decisive action command post training
scenario, which also serves as a certification
exercise for USARPAC. 150 Soldiers from
34ID, including elements of 1-34BCT,
84 TRC, 141 MEB (ND), and 124ASOS
(ID), will support the exercise as a
subordinate unit to I CORPS/7th
Fleet. In addition to serving as a key
component of the training support,
the exercise will also provide 34ID
HQ a “dress rehearsal” exercise to
implement and assess its command
post and operations procedures
ahead of the Division Warfighter.
For the NGAMN conference in April, 34ID will
host a hospitality room for 34ID HQ Officers at
the Best Western Kelly Inn on the evenings of
26 and 27 April. All DIV HQ Officers (and
spouses) are invited to join 34ID leadership for
complimentary food and drinks. Conference
details and sign-up information available in
this newsletter will also be distributed during
March IDT (22-24 MAR 12). As part of the
conference, NGAMN is also incorporating its
annual recruiting drive. Officers are encouraged
to enroll both for their membership and the
conference on the NGAMN website.
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COMING SOON!
New Website with individual user accounts. Immediate Online
Payment processing, and the ability to update your own user
contact information, such as rank, address, phone, e-mail, etc!

NGAMN Legislative Committee Report
By Maj Brian Winter, MN ANG
Greetings NGAMN members, on 11 February
2013, 1LT Davin Fisher and I attended the
annual Legislative Workshop event at NGAUS
sponsored by the National Guard Education
Foundation. This one-day workshop was a
fantastic opportunity to hear from several
leaders that are actively engaged in the political
arena on behalf of the National Guard and our
membership.
The lead-off speaker was General Frank Grass,
current Chief of the National Guard Bureau.
His presentation started with his four areas of
Near Term Focus including: Accountability,
Operational Force in the Reserve Component
(RC), Budget: FY13 & Beyond, and Personnel/
Readiness. A quick breakdown of his Near
Term Focus areas:

LOOK FOR IT IN MARCH OF 2013!

1. “ACCOUNTABILITY” - taking a hard look
at how programs like the Guard Recruiting
Assistance Program (GRAP), aerospace control
alert (ACA) mission, recruiting/marketing,
and state partnership programs (SPP) are being
properly and ethically managed.
2. “OPERATIONAL FORCE IN RC” - making
sure the guard continues to be an effective
operational force in support of both state
and federal missions. This includes looking
at reducing deployments to 180-days for the
ARNG, how we train/fight/equip, and how we
partner with both the active component (AC)
and other nations.
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3. “BUDGET: FY13 & BEYOND” – striking
the right budget balance between the AC and
RC within the DoD; operating within the

Continuing Resolution Authority (CRA) and
looming sequestration environments (and the
reversibility of sequestration if it comes to pass).
4. “PERSONNEL/READINESS” – effective
utilization and implementation of programs
like recruiting/retention, warrior support,
employment, suicide prevention, resilience,
sexual assault/harassment, and family programs
to provide the greatest level of quality care
possible to our soldiers and airmen.
General Grass also discussed National Guard
competencies and then concluded with some
alarming potential impacts of sequestration
including furloughs of up to 50% of the guard’s
fulltime workforce and 20% pay cuts for six
months; significant drops in unit readiness as
we enter the major storm season; curtailment of
ANG flying hours; ARNG cancelation of 3Q
and 4Q depot maintenance; sharp declines in
both personnel and medical readiness.
The Government Affairs Institute at
Georgetown University presented some
interesting statistics on the history of the
federal debt in relation to gross domestic
product (GDP). Currently the debt level is
at 71% of GDP, historically averaging at 35%
of GDP. Post-WWII, the debt was as high as
109% but leveled off after fiscal measures were
put in place to bring the debt down. Based
on current spending levels, the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) predicts federal
debt will reach 87% of GDP by 2023 and an
alarming 200% of GDP by 2038 if the current
trends are not sufficiently addressed.

Col Robert Preiss of the Reserve Forces Policy
Board (RFPB), an independent advisory board
to the SECDEF, briefed a recently completed
RFPB report on the “fully-burdened” costs of
AC vs. RC members. The report takes a very
in-depth look at DoD costing practices and
identified several inconsistencies within the
DoD as to how AC vs. RC costs per member
are derived. According to the study, when the
entire DoD costs are considered, the annual
cost per AC member is $384K compared to
an annual cost of $123K per RC member,
concluding that “the cost of an RC service
member, when not activated, is less than one
third that of their AC counterpart.” A very
compelling argument about the value both
Guard and Reserve members provide America.
The workshop concluded with a Q&A with
military liaison staff members from the offices
of Senators Graham (R-SC), Leahy (D-VT),
Begich (R-AK), Moran (R-KS), Representative
Loebsack (D-IA), and Delegate Bordallo
(D-Guam). The staffers gave their view from
the Hill on several National Guard issues.
Following the workshop, NGAUS hosted a
reception at the Rayburn House Office Building
near the Capitol at which we were able to meet
with several MN delegation staffers from the
offices of Congressmen Kline, Peterson and
Walz, Senator Franken, and Governor Dayton.
In conclusion, this was really a great event and I
was privileged to attend. It’s both reassuring and
rewarding to see the value of how my membership
dues are being put to work by the NGAUS staff.
Their efforts at building deep relationships on the
Hill and championing legislation that allows us
to continue to accomplish our missions is truly
valuable in helping us to provide a “great value
for America.”
5

84th Troop Command
by CPT Scott Hawks

Troop Command spent the Holiday
season brightening the lives of others
through their volunteerism by
supporting several initiatives including:
The 5th annual EJ Henderson Youth
Foundation Turkey Give-Away, giving
away more than 3,500 turkeys to
families in need; supporting the Cookie
Cart which provides leadership and
business experience to urban youth; and
volunteering time and labor to 2nd
Harvest to help feed needy families in
our area.
This past quarter has also been a quarter of
recognition for its members, as many were
recognized by their units with Regimental/
Branch specific honors. It also saw the
induction of several Redlegs from the 1-151
FA into the Honorable Order of
Saint Barbara at the Saint Barbara Banquet:
CH (MAJ) Kelly Wasberg

133rd AW & 148th FW
by Capt. Kurt Steinmetz
Both Air National Guard
units within Minnesota
have continued to focus
on readiness, training
and real-world support
missions over the last few
months.
At the 148th, preparations
are
well
underway
for
their
Readiness
Inspection in August
2013.
Approximately
70-80 Inspectors from
Air Combat Command
Inspector General team
will be evaluating the wing’s ability to deploy
from their home station and employ forces in
a combat environment. To get ready for the
inspection, the wing will be conducting a series
of training events broken into phases during
which they will pack, prepare, and deploy
personnel and equipment (Phase 1) followed
6

CPT Robert Bunn
MSG Danny Perseke
SFC Daryl Giese
SFC Christopher Swoboda
The 1/151 also inducted two spouses into
the Honorable Order of Molly Pitcher:
WO1 Jaqueline Cornwell (wife of MAJ
Patrick Cornwell)
SGT Alicia DeCamp
(wife of SSG Nicholas DeCamp)
The 682nd EN awarded the De Fleury
Medal to the following recipients:
1SG Anthony J Haycraft
MAJ Jeff A Smith
As well as awarding the Ordinance Order of
Samuel Sharp to CW3 Anthony Brixius
We say farewell to CSM M Sean L. McGuire
from his post as Troop Command CSM and
the MN National Guard, and welcome CSM
Rollyn M Wold as the new CSM for 84th

with employment and operations (Phase 2),
all within a constricted timeframe similar to a
minimal notice, real-world activation.
At the same time, the wing is preparing to
stand up an Active Associate, during which
active duty personnel will be stationed at
the 148th to work and train alongside Air
National Guard personnel. This arrangement
will leverage the high experience level of Air
National Guard personnel, enhancing training
received by the active duty personnel within a
more cost-effective setting.
In Minneapolis, the 133rd is also in the midst
of a busy year focused on maintaining a high
level of preparedness. In February the wing
is will be deploying several aircraft to Yuma,
AZ for a weeklong, high intensity air drop
training event. Taking advantage of more
favorable weather conditions than those found
in MN during the cold winter months, both
air and ground crews will conduct numerous
airdrop missions throughout the week,
enabling aircrew to keep pace with stringent
training requirements.

Troop Command.
84th Troop Command also had two excellent
showings in two inspections. The MN
CBRN Enhanced Response Force Package
(CERFP) earned a 99% compliance rating
on its Standardization Evaluation and
Assistance Team (SEAT) inspection, setting
a new national high standard; as well as 84th
TRC earning over 99% compliance on their
Security Education Inspection Team (SEIT)
Inspection.
We also wish the fine soldiers of the 850th
Horizontal Engineer Company our best
as they depart for Afghanistan to conduct
horizontal engineering missions, maintaining
routes and FOB Maintenance and tear
down. They leave for MOB station Fort
Bliss in March, with follow-on movement to
Afghanistan in April. We keep them and all
other soldiers in harm’s way in our prayers.

In addition to these ongoing training
requirements, the 133rd is preparing for a
Domestic Operations exercise in September,
showcasing the wing’s focus on not only
their overseas federal mission but also their
support of domestic operations within our
national border. Units from across the base
will be deploying to Duluth and Camp Ripley,
simulating a mass evacuation and patient
movement scenario similar to what may
be found during a hurricane or earthquake
response.
Lastly, both wings were recently notified
that they were recipients of the Air Force
Outstanding Unit award. This prominent
award recognizes the top 10 percent of
Air Force units which have distinguished
themselves by exceptionally meritorious
service or outstanding achievement that clearly
sets the unit above and apart from similar
units. The ninth AFOUA for the 133rd and
the eight for the 148th , this recognition shows
the dedication and excellent performance
setting the Minnesota Air National Guard as
one of the elite organizations within the entire
Air Force.
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